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SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

1. Complete Pg 47 in Gulmohar (Textbook) 

2. Prepare a flow chart of the lesson " A Secret for Two" 

3. Write a brief summary of the poem "A Narrow fellow in the grass" 

 

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    SSSSCIENCECIENCECIENCECIENCE    

1. Learn and write key words of chapter Acid Base and Salt.  

2. Write and learn uses of some salts along with their chemical formula. 

3. Describe the lab procedure for testing  a solution  (Acidic ,Basic  or Neutral  ) 

    

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    MATHSMATHSMATHSMATHS    

1. Express the following the numbers as a product of powers of prime factors. 

a. 432 

b. 16000 

2. Express the following as in exponential form  

a. axaxaxyxyxyxmxmxmxm 

3. Simplify and write the answer in exponential form :-�2�� × 3�� × 5� 

4. Simplify:- 2X 3
4
 x 2

5
  

                           --------------- 

                               9 x 4
2
 

5. In a village 30% are females, 40% are males and remaining are children. What percent are 

children? 

6. Find the ratio: - 30 days to 36 hours. 

7. Write SSS congruency criterion. 

8. Which of the following are sides of right triangle?  

(i ) 2.5cm,6.5cm,6cm. 

(ii) 2cm,2cm,5cm. 

(Iii) 1.5cm, 2cm, 2.5cm. 

9. Solve the following :- 

               (i) 4+5(p – 1) = 34 and   

(ii) 16 = 4 + 3(y+ 2) 

10. In an isosceles triangle, the base angle are equal .The vertex angle is 40
0 

. What is the base 

angle?  

11.  

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    HINDIHINDIHINDIHINDI    

¼1½ ^jghe ds nksgŝ  vFkZ lfgr ;kn djsaA 

¼2½ ^dapk^ ikB ls 15 dfBu ‘kCn vkSj muds vFkZ fy[ksaA 

SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :SUBJECT :----    S.STS.STS.STS.ST    

1. Prepare a detail report on gond tribe. 

2. Write a short note on the following 

a. Bhils 

b. Advertising  

3. Is it true to say that now-a-days media is powerful? 


